Tire Inflation and
Processes
Mr. Novia

Part 1: Vehicle Data/Information
Year : 2003
Make: Ford
Model: Explorer
Doors: 4
Body type/Construction: Separate Body Classic
Construction
Rim Size/ Construction: 18 inch. And Aluminum
Tire Manufacturer: Pirelli
Tire Size:P255/75R17
D.O.T. Classification: M6T2
Tire type/ Construction: All Season/ Radial
Maximum Air Pressure: 35

Part 2
1. The factors that determine the type
of tire that should be purchased for
your vehicle would be the tire size,
quality, price, purpose (all season,
winter, etc..), and brand.

Tire Research

$228.00 (ea.)

Michelin
Latitude Tour

Performance Ratings:

Mileage Warranties

Wear Life

9

110,000 Kilometer
Manufacturer's Tread wear
Limited Warranty
Latitude® Tour tires carry an
additional 110,000 kilometer
limited warranty for tread wear
or mileage.
Standard Limited Warranty

Fuel
Efficiency

10

Off Road

5

Braking

9

Comfort

10
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R17
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649

GreenX 720

P6 Four Seasons Plus

$128.00 (ea.)

Tread life
Warranty:
Uniformity
Warranty:

Unlimited Time / 45,000 Miles
1 Year / First 2/32" of wear

Workmanship & Unlimited Time / Free replacement first
Materials
year or 2/32" wear, then prorated until
Warranty:
2/32" remaining depth

Size
Service
Description

UTQMax
G Load

225/60R18
500 1709
99H SL
A A lbs.
LRR: low rolling
resistance

Max.
inflation
press.

Tire weight Rim
width
range

44 psi

29 lbs.

0-0

Meas.
Width
range

Sect.
width

Tread
width

7.5’

Overall
diam.

Revs
per
mile

Country of
origin

Tire Rotation

Benefits of Tire Rotation
●
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There are many benefits of tire rotation.
Tires wear on certain angles on certain tires
according to their position that they are
placed onto the car.
Tire rotations allow the tires to wear evenly
allowing your tires tread to even out and
have your tires last longer.
Tire rotation should occur every 8,000 miles.
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So what exactly are the benefits that proper
wheel balancing provides?
To begin with, drivers recognize a noticeable
difference in how smoothly their car operates
when the wheels are balanced.
Tires that are not balanced create a wobbly
sensation and cause the tires to actually bounce
a little bit.
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When the bounce is removed from the tires by
balancing them, the traction on the tires increases and
the car feels more stable.
Not only does this create a more comfortable ride, but
it improves safety as well.
Additionally, it has the added benefit of helping the
tires to last a longer period of time.
So in the long run, ensuring that the tires are properly
balanced saves drivers money on replacing their tires.
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Tires are one of the most important parts of our
vehicles; without them we cannot move.
To keep our tires in good shape and to help our
vehicle and money along the way would be tire
inflation.
It is important to keep your tires properly inflated
because it saves waste of fuel, prevent wearing
of the tires, and over-heating.
Any of these problems can cause collisions at
any given time.

Determining an Alignment
Problem

Three Types of Tires

Two Functions of Tires
To help the car maintain stability and balance
while making them an useful item to help with
anything on the street

Parts of a Tire
Treads, belts, cords, bead wire, inner liner,
tread groove, sidewall, shoulder, beads, plies

Parts of a Radial Tire

Tire Code/Classification
Passengers
Tire/Load
Capacity

Aspect Ratio –
Height to width
Ratio

Rim size/Inside
Diameter

P 225 60 R 16
Cross section
width measured in
mm

Radial Ply
Construction

Tire Balancing
Tire balance, also referred to as tire unbalance or imbalance,
describes the distribution of mass within an automobile tire or the wheel
to which it is attached. When the tire rotates, asymmetries of mass may
cause the wheel to hop or wobble, which can cause ride disturbances,
usually vertical and lateral vibrations. It can also result in a wobbling of
the steering wheel or of the entire vehicle. The ride disturbance, due to
unbalance, usually increases with speed. Vehicle suspensions can
become excited by tire unbalance forces when the speed of the wheel
reaches a point that its rotating frequency equals the suspension’s
resonant frequency. Tires are inspected in factories and repair shops
by two methods: static balancers and dynamic balancers. Tires with
high unbalance forces are downgraded or rejected. When tires are
fitted to wheels at the point of sale, they are measured again, and
correction weights are applied to counteract the combined effect of the
tire and wheel unbalance. After sale, tires may be rebalanced if driver
perceives excessive vibration.

Methods of Balancing a Tire
Static Balancing
Static balance can be measured by a static balancing machine
where the tire is placed in its vertical axis on a non-rotating spindle tool.
The spot on the tire with the greatest mass is acted upon by gravity to
deflect the tooling downward. The amount of deflection indicates the
magnitude of the unbalance. The angle of the deflection indicates the
angular location of the unbalance. In tire manufacturing factories, static
balancers operate by use of sensors mounted to the spindle assembly.
In tire retail shops, static balancers are usually non-rotating bubble
balancers, where the magnitude and angle of the unbalance is
observed by looking at the center bubble in an oil-filled glass sighting
gauge. While some very small shops which lack specialized machines
still do this process, they have been largely replaced in larger shops
with machines.

Dynamic Balancing
Dynamic balance describes the forces generated by asymmetric
mass distribution when the tire is rotated, usually at a high speed. In
the tire factory, the tire and wheel are mounted on a balancing
machine test wheel, the assembly is accelerated up to a speed of
300 RPM or higher, and sensors measure the forces of unbalance as
the tire rotates. These forces are resolved into static and couple
values for the inner and outer planes of the wheel, and compared to
the unbalance tolerance (the maximum allowable manufacturing
limits). If the tire is not checked, it has the potential to wobble and
perform poorly. In tire retail shops, tire/wheel assemblies are checked
on a spin-balancer, which determines the amount and angle of
unbalance. Balance weights are then fitted to the outer and inner
flanges of the wheel. Dynamic balance is better (it is more
comprehensive) than static balance alone, because both couple and
static forces are measured and corrected.

